1. Navigate to the
www.ncwiseowl.org
page
2. Select “High School
Zone”

Select “Student Research”

Type in the password,
“wiseowl.”

Enter your search terms.
Use + to search for results with
two or more terms.
Use—to have certain terms excluded.
Use “ “ to search for a particular
phrase.
Select “Full Text.”
Check two to three types of
sources at a time. Uncheck all
others.
Begin with “newspapers” and
“magazines” at first.

Examine the results
and modify the search
terms as needed to
find a useful and appropriate source.
Change the search
terms.
Add or delete + or—
signs.

When you see a title that looks
helpful. Scan the article to determine if it will be a useful
source.
Check to see the type of source
it is.
Newspaper Source Plus= newspaper
MAS Complete= magazine

1. Navigate to
www.easybib.com
2. Select the proper tab for
the source type.
3. You can try using “Autocite”
by pasting the title and
clicking “Cite this.”
4. Otherwise, click “manual
entry.”

Manual entry example… note you would
need to select “online” because you accessed this article online from ncwiseowl. Click “create citation.”

Autocite example– correct
and fill in as needed. Click
“create citation.”

Using the citation under the green
words, “Citation added,” drag your
cursor across the citation. Then hit
control ‘C’ to copy or right click and
select ‘copy.’

In the meantime, open
a new Word document.
Format it in this way:
Times New Roman 12pt
Hanging Indent (see box
to right)

Type the word
“Bibliography” centered at the top.
Then, select “align
left” and paste your
copied citation.

Creating source cards for a book
title

A

Letter

For books with no
author but with an
editor, write their
names like this:
author

City of
publication

Name of
publishing
company

Year of publication

Brooks, Robert, ed.

Example of a note card...
Headline

A1

“Acid rain accelerates the decay of building materials and paints, including statues
and sculptures, damages trees at high elevations, and contaminates forest soils.”

Creating source cards for a book
title
Letter
A

For books with no
author but with an editor, write their names
like this:
Brooks, Robert, ed.

author

City of
publication

Name of
publishing
company

Year of publication

Two authors?
Separate the names
with a comma placing
them in alphabetical
order.
Mullins, Jay, and
White, Tom.

